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NEW QUESTION: 1
A nonprofit organization on NPSP needs to be able to track the
high school a student attended and track the enrollment of the
student at college.
How should the consultant recommend tracking this?

A. Turn on Field History Tracking for the Account lookup field
on the Contact record, use the Account lookup to indicate where
they are currently enrolled and change it as they move on.
B. Set up a Campaign for each high school and college and use
Campaign Members to connect the Contact to the Campaign. Change
the values in Campaign Member Status from Sent/Responded to
Current/Former.
C. Install the Salesforce.org Higher Education Data
Architecture (HEDA) managed package and use Affiliations.
D. Use NPSP Affiliations objects to connect the Contact to the
Account for their high school and college, use the Status field
there to indicate if they are currently enrolled or are former
students there.
Answer: C
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A. 802.1q
B. VTP
C. 802.1x
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Answer: B,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which benefit does the customer receive from a Cisco Business
Architecture engagement?
A. It provides in-depth post-sales support.
B. It provides Cisco specific technology solutions.
C. It provides product updates proactively.
D. It provides help to solve business challenges.
Answer: D
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